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International Summer School for Archivists
Electronic Records Management
7th - 12th September 2008
Historical Archives, National Bank of Greece, Athens
The Historical Archive of National Bank of Greece hosted an International Summer School for Ar
chivists 7th - 12th September 2008, focusing on the subject o f Electronic Records Management,
organized jointly by the European Association for Banking and Financial History (EABH), the Hellenic
Open University and NBG’s Historical Archive.
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This was the core theme of this year’s Summer
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[ School, which was divided into the following
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1 four units:
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The first unit included presentations by Margarita
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The fourth unit presented two case studies.
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The first concerned the archives of the Bank of
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The second unit focused on IT systems at banks,

The second case study was run by Nikos Pan-

and included workshops by Dimitrios Vrailas,

telakis of NBG’s Historical Archive under the title

Director of the IT Department at NBG, on What

The Development of Information Systems at the
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The participants returned very positive feedback

The third unit included workshops run by Stuart

on the organization of the Summer School. They

Nikos Pantelakis show
ing the premises o f the
Archive of NBG
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form. In the future, therefore, archives will be

Summer school

also made a number of proposals for further

the Cultural Foundation of Piraeus Bank, which

enhancing the workshops so that in the next

presented the Bank’s efforts to preserve aspects

Summer School they can play a more active role

of the Grc°k industrial heritage, followed by the

in the teaching process.

screening of a docuiVu . :iary on the preservation

The NBG Historical Archive organized various

of old Greek industries transformed into Muse

social events for the Summer School partici

ums of Industrial Archaeology. On Friday, 12th

pants. On the day of registration, Sunday, 7th

September, after a visit to the Benaki Museum,

September, a welcome reception was organized

and at the close of the Summer School, which

in the Historical Archive premises where partici

was marked by a farewell dinner, participants

pants had a chance to get to know each other,

were presented with attendance certificates.

speak with the organizers and view the NBG

It was a special pleasure for NBG’s Historical

Historical Archive exhibition on security printing

Archive to run this year’s Summer School on

procedures and machinery. On the other days

Electronic Records Management, particularly

participants were able to view the permanent ex

since it has itself been running an electronic ar

hibition of the Historical Archive, which presents

chive management system since 1998, based on

the history of National Bank of Greece and the
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while it is also investigating ways to preserve

10th September, the Summer School visited

the electronic records today produced by NBG.

Nikos Pantelakis
NBG Historical Archive

Mr Stuart Orr, European
Central Bank
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